
Your Questions (from Task 3):  

 

Can the film reel include a film that is over 3 minutes if another clip is under 3 minutes?  

 - no, EACH film reel needs to be 3 minutes or less  

 - AND one of these three reels should contain a single & complete 3 min (or less) film  

Do sources go at the end of the section they are used in or at the end of the entire portfolio? 

 - place the citations at the end of each section (so at the end of each particular film role section) 

Is it okay if I have much more content in certain roles than in others? 

- you probably want a lot of content for the film role that you choosing for your third role (Film Reel 3 – the full, 3min (or less) film – most 

likely this March Film) 

 - but in general – all three roles should all look pretty similar, real content/commentary and accompanying visuals.   

Does every role have to be accompanied by an in-school film assignment, or will outside work also be considered? 

 - if it is work you have done this year, and it fits with your role, that can work. 

In role's like editor you had us keep a journal of what we did everyday. And for the majority we were filming so in the portfolio do I include 

the extra pictures or only include one's that pertain to editing. 

- you were aiming to relate your images to your role (in the least with the captions) – but you will only use images that do relate to your role 

in the Film Portfolio.  You should have more to work with than you need – also screen captures are probably useful for all roles 

 

Is there any specific way to format it that can be shown in a specific illustration? Is there a template that we can follow? 

- in the explanation of the assignment,  IB explains that they don’t give word count/format specifics because the want it to be what works 

for you… 3 pages max for each of your roles is all they specify.  But if you take a look at the examples, they are all pretty similar so using 

that as a guide would be your best bet.  

 

Scores/Comments… 

LAST  
three  
of ASB 

Task 1 
Re- 
Organize 
 (3) Notes 

Task 2 
Format  
One  

Entry (5) Notes 

Task 3 
Re-read  
Assignment  
(as of 12:15,  

3/29) (3) 

191 0 

I am not sure which document you have re-
organized.; you sent me one with your 
March film, and one with all others? 
Including the March film? - please re-read 
the directions or see me for clarification  

We need to talk - you have not transferred your initial 
comments/reflections/images to conform to the requirements for the 
film portfolio - the work you collected in the former projects should 
help you create your portfolio pages; they were not structured to be 
your portfolio pages. 0 

625 3  1 

you have not transferred your initial comments/reflections/images to 
conform to the requirements for the film portfolio - the work you 
collected in the former projects should help you create your portfolio 
pages; they were not structured to be your portfolio pages. 3 



063 0 

not done - you still have 5 roles in this 
document; clean it up and choose the 3 roles 
you will use for the portfolio 1 

you have not transferred your initial comments/reflections/images to 
conform to the requirements for the film portfolio - the work you 
collected in the former projects should help you create your portfolio 
pages; they were not structured to be your portfolio pages. (you have 
very good commentary throughout - you just need to change the 
presentation - take out dates, etc. and make it more of a combined 
presentation for each role) 3 

267 2 
you have 3 roles - but the last page should 
not be there 1 

you have not transferred your initial comments/reflections/images to 
conform to the requirements for the film portfolio - the work you 
collected in the former projects should help you create your portfolio 
pages; they were not structured to be your portfolio pages. 3 

710 3 

you have 3 roles - but your current film is a 
role you have taken on before; note that one 
role of the three will need to be committed 
to a full film and I assumed this would be 
your March film as it should be your most 
refined) - see me 1 

you have not transferred your initial comments/reflections/images to 
conform to the requirements for the film portfolio - the work you 
collected in the former projects should help you create your portfolio 
pages; they were not structured to be your portfolio pages. 3 

241 0 

I am not sure which document you have re-
organized.; you sent me one with your 
March film, and one with all others? 
Including the March film? - please re-read 
the directions or see me for clarification 1 

you have not transferred your initial comments/reflections/images to 
conform to the requirements for the film portfolio - the work you 
collected in the former projects should help you create your portfolio 
pages; they were not structured to be your portfolio pages. 3 

427 0 
not done - you still have 5 roles in this 
document 1 

you have not transferred your initial comments/reflections/images to 
conform to the requirements for the film portfolio - the work you 
collected in the former projects should help you create your portfolio 
pages; they were not structured to be your portfolio pages. 0 

930 0 
you have 4 roles in your document (and the 
? At the end) you should only have 3 5 

good first entry (cinematographer); do fit in some research here - a 
film/dir. that you admire or are inspired by or a reference to an 
academic article about cine., etc. 3 

088 3  1 

you have not transferred your initial comments/reflections/images to 
conform to the requirements for the film portfolio - the work you 
collected in the former projects should help you create your portfolio 
pages; they were not structured to be your portfolio pages. 3 

509 0 
not done - you still have 5+ roles in this 
document (and the original questions) ? 

because I am unsure of the three roles you are using for the portfolio, I 
am unsure how to comment - please see me in class today.  



962 3  5 

Very good start to organizing your First (Editor) Entry; you have good 
reflection and details. NOTE: in this editor role, you canNOT have a 
clip of a film. While it is good to refer to films/clips that inspire you, 
include only images, not the video - the film reel is just for your work. 3 

528 0 

It is good that you want to re-organize, but 
at the least in your film portfolio document, 
you should have your three roles listed and 
the films/projects you made in in the role 2 

You only have one paragraph of info.  You should have transferred 
some images and elaborated on your commentary and reflections to 
make a complete draft of your first entry. 3 

 


